Abstract. In this paper we consider the continuous piecewise linear finite element approximation of the following problem: Given p € (1, oo), /, and g , find u such that -V • (\Vu\"-2Vu) = f iniîcR2, u = g on a«.
The well-posedness of (¿P) is well established, and one can refer to, for example, Glowinski and Marrocco [5] or the account in Ciarlet [4] . Of course, one can study more general boundary conditions and the presence of lowerorder terms in the differential operator. However, for ease of exposition, we just consider (3°), although most of our results can be adapted to more general problems. From Glowinski and Marrocco [5] , or Ciarlet [4] , (3°) is equivalent to the following minimization problem:
(<S) Find m G W¡'"(Sl) suchthat (1.2a) Ja(u)<Ja(v) Vv e Wgl-»(Si), where (1.2b) Ja(v) = -I \Vv\pdSl-( fvdSl.
P Ja Ja
It is easily established that /q(') is strictly convex and continuous on W¡ 'p(Sl). Further, Ja(-) is Gateaux differentiable with (1.3) Jn(u)(v) = f IVw^-^Vm, Vu)R2úfQ-/ fvdSl Vu G W0l'p(Sl). Ja Ja
Hence, there exists a unique solution to (€), and (&) is equivalent to (â°), its Euler equation. In addition, we have that (1) (2) (3) (4) ll"llifi.p(n) < C[||/||£2(n) + ||c?ll(yi-'/P.p(ôiî)]-
The problem (3°) occurs in many mathematical models of physical processes: nonlinear diffusion and filtration, see Philip [8] ; power-law materials, see Atkinson and Champion [1] ; and quasi-Newtonian flows, see Atkinson and Jones [2] , for example.
It is the purpose of this paper to analyze the finite element approximation of (3s). Let Slh be a polygonal approximation to Si defined by Slh = \Jt€Th?, where Th is a partitioning of Slh into a finite number of disjoint open regular triangles t , each of maximum diameter bounded above by h . In addition, for any two distinct triangles, their closures are either disjoint, or have a common vertex, or a common side. Let {Pj}j=l be the vertices associated with the triangulation Th , where P¡ has coordinates (x, ,yf). Throughout we assume that Pj £dSlh implies P¡ edSl, and that Slh ç SI. We note that, owing to the elliptic degeneracy of the p-Laplacian and the limited regularity of the solution u, see below, it is not a simple matter to extend the results in this paper to the case Sih g SI. Associated with Th is the finite-dimensional space
Let %h'-C(Slh) -» Sh denote the interpolation operator such that for any u G C(Slh), the interpolant nhv G Sh satisfies nhv(Pj) = v(Pj), 7 = 1,...,/. We recall the following standard approximation results. For m = 0 or 1, and for all t G Th , we have (a) for q e [1, oo] 
and (b) for q > 2,
(1.6b) \v-7tkv\Wm.,{T)<Chl-m\v\m.<(r) VugW/1'9(t).
In (1.6a) we have noted the imbedding W2<l(t) ^ C(l) ; see, for example, p. 300 in Kufner et al. [6] .
The finite element approximation of (3°) that we wish to consider is:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (3°h) Find uh G Shg such that (1.7a) / \Vuh\p-2(Vuh,Vv%2dSlh= f fvhdSlh VuA g S §, Ja* Jah where (1.7b) S^ = {xeSh:x = ^ondSïh} and (1.7c) Shg = {x e Sh:X = gh on dSlh}, where gA G 5'A is chosen to approximate the Dirichlet boundary data. If p > 2, then u e Wl '"(SI) implies u e C(Sl), and so we set gh = nku. For the explicit error bounds derived in §3 for p < 2, we assume that u G C(SÏ), and so once again set gh = nhu. However, for the abstract analysis of this and the next section, gh can be arbitrary. The corresponding minimization problem is: (Sh) Find uh G Shg such that
The well-posedness of (3s h) = (€h) follows in an analogous way to that of (3s) and (S), see Glowinski and Marrocco [5] or Ciarlet [4] , and
We note that for p = 2, problem (3s) reduces to the weak formulation of the linear Laplacian, and hence the regularity of u and the finite element error analysis are well established in this case. For p ^ 2, the regularity of u is less well established, as (1.1) is then a degenerate quasi-linear elliptic problem. It is well known, see Example 3.1 in §3, that u has limited regularity for infinitely smooth data /, g, and SI. Therefore, there is no benefit in considering higherorder finite element approximations, and hence our restriction to continuous piecewise linears from the outset. Lieberman [7] has proved that if dSl e C1 <P , then g is the trace of ^function g C'^ñ) for ß, y e (0, 1), and if / G L°°(Sl), then u G Ci'a(Sl) for some a e (0, 1). However, for explicit finite element error bounds one requires global regularity results on the second, or maybe higher, derivatives of u. Unfortunately, such results are not available at present in the literature, but it is an active area of research worldwide.
The following error bounds were proved in Glowinski and Marrocco [5] for the case Slh = SI and g = 0 :
where throughout this paper C denotes a generic positive constant independent of h . Chow [3] , employing an approach of Tyukhtin [9] , improved these error bounds. He proved that (1.11a) ||"-"A||^.,(a)<C||M-uA||^,p(£i) Wh£Sho iip<2, and (1.11b) \\u-uh\\m.P{çi) < C(||7iAM||^.,,(n))||M-7rAM||^,(,(£2) if/?>2, and hence, if « G W0l'p(Sl) n W2-p{Sî) , it follows form (1.6a) that
It is the purpose of this paper to prove optimal error bounds. The layout is as follows. In the next section we prove an abstract error bound for the approximation (3^h) of (3s). In §3 we study the case p G (1, 2) and prove an optimal Wl'p error bound, that is, 0(h), provided that u G W/31(Q) n C2^2-p)Ip{Sï) . Thus, this optimal error bound requires a stronger regularity assumption on u than that for the bound (1.12) in the case p < 2. In §4 we study the case p > 2 and first show that the bound (1.12) for p > 2 can be achieved under the weaker regularity requirement u e Wx'°°(SI) n W2'2(Sl). Second, under the additional assumption \f\>p>0
a.e. in SI, we prove an optimal IF1'4/3 error bound. We note that the above regularity requirements on u for these optimal error bounds are achievable for a subclass of data f, g, and SI. In §5 we show that the error bounds derived in the previous sections hold for the fully practical scheme of employing numerical integration on the right-hand side of (1.7) if / is sufficiently smooth. Finally, we report on some numerical examples, which confirm these optimal error bounds.
AN ABSTRACT ERROR BOUND
We first prove a lemma, which is a generalization of Lemmas 5. such that for all ¿,,r\ el2, £ ¿ n, (2.1a) | \ir2i -\r,r2n\ < C, |£ -7l1_*(Kf| + M)^2+á and (2.1b) (|£r2£ -\nr2n, Ç -r,)R2 > C2\t -//|2+<5(|¿| + k|)"-2"á!. Proof. The approach is similar to that in Glowinski and Marrocco [5] . For all £,>7GE2, £^r/,let (2.2) Gtf, ft) a I l¿r2¿ -\l\p-2l\/[\Z -1\1-H\Z\ + W~Ml
We wish to prove that C7j is bounded above. For any e > 0, G\ is continuous on
In addition, we note that for all Ç, tj eM2 , Ç ^ n, Gl(i,r1) = G1(r1,i), dM.WsGiit.ti) foralUGK+, G,(0,i/) = 1 and G,(itf,¿if) = Gi({,ií) ifATA = I, i.e., A is a rotation matrix. Therefore, without loss of generality we can take Ç = ei = (1, 0). Since (2.4) Gi(ex,t])^l as \n\ ^ oo, it remains to show that lim sup Gi(e\, rj) < oo as \e\ -n\ -> 0.
Let n = ( 1 + p cos 6, p sin 6). Then a simple calculation yields that
Hence the desired result (2.1a). Similarly, we prove (2.1b). Let (2.6) G2(t, r¡) = \í-»\2+s(\z\ + Mr2-7(i£r2£ -inr2*, z -d*.
From Glowinski and Marrocco [5] we have that (2.7) i\Z\p-2i-\rir21,Z-l)v>0 if i 9e iTherefore, we only need to prove that G2 is bounded above. In addition, the results (2.3) and (2.4) hold for G2. Setting r\ = ( 1 + p cos 8, p sin 8), a simple calculation yields that
Hence the desired result (2.1b). D
The inequality (2.1a) was proved in Glowinski and Marrocco [5] for p G (1,2] with S = 2-p , and for p > 2 with ô = 0; similarly, (2.1b) was proved for p G ( 1, 2] with ¿ = 0, and for p > 2 with ô = p -2.
For p g (1, oo) and u>0 we define for any u G Wl 'p(Slh) (2.9) M(,,a)3 / (|vm| +1v«|y-ffiv«r ^«*, where u is the solution of (3s). We prove the following results for later use.
Lemma 2.2. For p G (1, a) we have
and for p g [a, oo), (2.10b) \v\pm.P(ah) < \v\(P,a) < C[|m|^i.,(0*) + |u|iyi,P(n»)],'"ff|t;|^,,,(n»).
//e«ce, (2.9) is well defined for v e Wl'"(Sîh). Proof. Setting w = (|Vi/| + |Vu|)p_CT , we first consider the case p G (1, a] . The left inequality in (2.10a) follows immediately from noting that w < \Vv\p~a . Applying Holder's inequality, we have \v\m.,m= {J w-P/°[wl/a\Vv\rdSl*1}"
The right inequality in (2.10a) follows by noting that for all y G [0, oo) there exists Cy > 0 such that \a + b\y < Cy(\a\y + \b\y) for all a,bsR.
The inequalities (2.10b) can be proved in a similar manner. D
The next theorem is the natural generalization of the result in §7 of Chow [3] . We use the minimization property of uh and Lemma 2.1, whereas Chow uses the Glowinski and Marrocco version of Lemma 2.1. Theorem 2.1. Let u and uh be the unique solutions of (3s) = (€) and (3sh) = (&h), respectively. Then for any ô\ g [0, 2) and S2 > 0, and any vh G SA, it follows that (2.11) \u-u%t2+iî) <C\u-vh\{Pt2_ôl).
Proof. We have for any vh G Sg that
From (2.12b) and (2.1a) we have that
where we have noted that for all V\,v2, and s G [0, 1] (2.14) i*(|V»i| + |Vu2|) < |V[Ui +sv2]\ + |Vuj| < 2(|Vvi| + |Vu2|).
From (2.12b), (2.1b), and (2.14) we have that
From (1.8) and (2.12) we have that for all uA G Shg
Therefore, it follows from (2.16), (2.13), and (2.15) that (2.17) \u -u%,2+s2) < C\u -uA|(í,)2_ál) + J^(u)(vh -uh).
As Slh is Lipschitz, Sih ç Si and x = vh -uh G S¡¡, we can extend x to be zero on Si\Sih . Denoting this extension by / , we have that x € W0l '"(Si) and hence from (3s) that J^h(u)(x) = Ja(u)(x) = 0. Therefore, the desired result (2.11) follows from (2.17). G 3. Error bounds for p g (1, 2)
Assuming that u G W2'l(Si), which implies that u G C(Sï), we can set gh = 7thu in (1.7c). Choosingá2 = 0 in (2.11) and noting (2.10a), (1.4), (1.9) , and (1.6a), we have for all ô\ G [0, 2) and for all vh G 5A (3.1) \u -uh\2w{,"m < C\u -u\t2) < C\u -v^^-it)-
Choosing ô\ =2-p and noting (2.10a) yield that for all vh e SA It is easy to check that the function q(t) = (a + t)p~2t2 with a > 0 is increasing on R+ and hence that q(\t\+t2\) <2[q(\t\\) + q(\t2\)] for all ti,t2e R. Therefore, we have from (3.1) with ô\ = 0 and vh = nhu, (3.7), and the above that 
Ja" < la"
Combining (3.8) and (3.9) yields the result (3.6a) and hence (3.6b) with II • \\w'.p{n") replaced by | • \w,,p{nh). The results (3.6) then follow by noting (3.3), (1.6a), and that u e W^^Si) implies u e W2>p(SI) . u
We note that one can prove (3.6b) under alternative regularity requirements on u, e.g., u G W3'P(Si). However, we will not exploit this here. We now show that the regularity requirements on u in Theorem 3.1 hold for a model problem. 
Error bounds for p > 2
Let #A = nhu in (1.7c). From (2.11) with Si = 0 and ¿2 =p -2, (2.10b), (1.4), (1.9), and (1.6b) it follows that In addition, we note from (1.6b) that for ue Wl'°°(Si) Choosing / = 1 and g = 0 in Example 3.1 yields that u(x,y) = C(l -rP/(i»-i)), and so m g W2<S(SÏ) only if s < 2(p -l)/(p -2). Therefore, in general u rarely belongs to W2'p(Si) in order for (4.2b) to guarantee that the error converges at least at the rate of h2lp in Wx 'p . However, from (4.5b) we see that this rate is ensured under the far weaker regularity requirement of u g Wl'°°(Si) n W2'2(Si), and this is satisfied by the example above.
Below we prove error bounds in weaker norms, || • |lw'-«(ii*) with q e [1, p). Proof. Choosing ¿, = 2 -5 and 62 = t -2 in (2.11), noting (4.3) and (4.6), and applying a Holder inequality, we obtain that (4.8) \u -uh\'wi,q{ah) < C\u -MA|(p)0 < C\u -nhu\ip<s) < C\u -Jiku\sWUi{a,y
The desired result (4.7) then follows from (4.8), (1.6a), (3.3), and (4.4). D
To improve on the hslp convergence rate for the error in (4.5b), we wish to take í G [2, p), which gives rise to the restrictions (4.6) on u; that is, we require {(x, y) e Si: \Vu(x, y)| = 0} to have zero measure and a growth condition on |Vm|_1 . From inspection we see that the weakest growth restriction on |Vw|_1 for a fixed t is needed when q = 1. We now look for sufficient conditions on u and the data / in order for these restrictions to hold. I/] < M\Vu\p-2 a.e. in Si.
Proof. Let Vu = (u,, u2) G [Wls(Si)]2 and u = (u2 + u22)'/2 s \Vu\ G L°°(Si). As |ui/u| + |u2/u| is bounded and Vu = (uiVui + u2Vu2)/u , it follows that v G Wl's(Si). In addition, we have that
Hence the desired result (4.9). D Under the assumption that {(x, y) G Si: f(x, y) = 0} has zero measure, the inequality (4.9), for example, yields for t > 2 and 1 < q < t < p that
Ja Ja Therefore, with M e Ls(Si), for a given s G [1, oo] , and imposing a growth condition on |/|_1, one can choose appropriate t and q so that (4.6a) and hence (4.7) hold. Below we give an example of such a result. we conclude that n < ys/(s + y) and hence sn < y(s-n), and if y is finite then r¡ < s. Therefore, from (4.11), the assumptions on / and Holder's inequality we have
Similarly, (4.13) holds if y is infinite, as r\ < s. The desired result (4.12a) then follows from (4.6a) and (4.7). G
We note that for fixed q, y, and 5 the right-hand side of (4.12b) tends to max{(2, q[(s + y) + ys]/ys} as p -> oo . Therefore, the error bound (4.12a) does not degenerate as p -> oo, unlike (4.2b) and (4.5b). 
Numerical examples
The standard Galerkin method analyzed in the previous sections requires the term JQh fvh dSih for all uA G S[¡ to be integrated exactly. This is difficult in practice, and it is computationally more convenient to consider a scheme where numerical integration is applied to this term. With Sih = \JxeTt, t and {ö;}3=1 being the vertices of a triangle t , we define the quadrature rule P Ja"
The well-posedness of (^A) = (¿?A) follows in an analogous way to that of (3s) and ($), and (5.5) \\A\w^*{a") < C[||/|li^(niJ + ll**ll^.,(o»)].
We now bound the error uh -u. First we have the analogue of Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 5.1. Let u and ûh be the unique solutions of (3s) = (¿f) and (ß>h) = (êh), respectively. Let f e Wl ■0°(Sl)nW2-2{Si). Then for any S{e[0, 2) and S2>0, and any vh G Shg , it follows that provided / G Wl'°°(Si) n W2>2(Si). Hence, we obtain the desired result (5.6). G '
In particular, assuming u G W2'l(Si) if p < 2, we have for uA = gh = %hu that for any àx G [0, 2) and ô2 > 0 (5.8) |w -wÄ|(p,2+<52) < C\u -KhU^^-s^ + Ch2.
Hence, it is a simple matter to check that the results of the previous sections hold for uh as well as uh if / G WX>°°(S\) n W2'2(Si). We note that this constraint on / can be weakened and is imposed here for ease of exposition only. We now report on some numerical results with the fully practical approximation (5.3). For computational ease we took Si to be the square [0, 1] x [0, 1]. This was partitioned into uniform right-angled triangles by dividing it first into equal squares of sides of length 1/JV and then into triangles by inserting the SW-NE diagonals. We imposed homogeneous Neumann data on the sides x = 0 and y = 0 and Dirichlet data on the sides x = 1 and y = 1. Therefore, the problem can be viewed as a Dirichlet problem over [-1, 1] x [-1, 1], and so our error analysis applies directly.
We computed our approximation (5.3) by solving the equivalent minimization problem (5.4). We used a Polak-Ribière conjugate gradient method, which worked reasonably well for the values of p reported here. We did not experiment with the augmented Lagrangian approach advocated by Glowinski and Marrocco [5] , but this conjugate gradient approach was far superior to the gradient method suggested by Wei [10] .
For our test problems we consider solutions of the radially symmetric problem, Example 3.1, extended to the unit square. In the first three examples we took for various values of p and y (5.9) f = F(r) = ra and
In all the examples, / is sufficiently smooth, so that the error bounds for uh in the previous sections hold for uh as well.
Example 5.1. This is (5.9) with a = 0 and p = 1.5. It follows from (3.12) that u e W3'1 (Si)nC2• '(Q), and so from Theorem 3.1 we expect 0(h) convergence in W1'l-5(Si). This is certainly achieved by inspecting Table 5 .1, where we adopt the notation 0.8233(-3) = 0.8233 x 10-3. In fact, uh is converging to u at the rate 0(h2) in L°°(Si), and there is a superconvergence for v.hU-uh in Wx>\Si) and Wl-p(Si). O Table 5 2. This is (5.9) with a = 0 andp = 4. It follows from Example 3.1 and §4 that u G W2<s(Si), with s < 3, and from (4.14c) we expect 0(h) convergence in Wx'x(Si). From Table 5 .2 we see this is achieved. In fact, iihU -uh exhibits superconvergence in Wx'x(Si). G Table 5 Here we take (5.9) with a = 7 and p -4. It follows from Example 3.1 that u G W2<°°(Si). From (4.12), as i = oo and y < 2/7, we have with q = 1 that t > 32/11. Therefore, for all e > 0 we have that (5.10) ||M-MA||H,,,l(n)<CÄ(11-£)/16.
We note that a sharper bound, M14-«)/19 , can be obtained by noting that for this model problem \U'(r)\ > Cr8/3 and applying (4.6) and (4.7) directly. From Table 5.3 we see that the above bounds are pessimistic. In fact, we have 0(h2) convergence in L°°(Si) and TthU -ûh exhibits superconvergence in Wx'x(Si). G Table 5 [r) \(ra)4 for r > a with a = 0.3 and p = 4. At present the only global error estimate we have for this case is the result (4.5b). Clearly, this is pessimistic from inspecting Table  5 .4, where once again we see 0(h2) convergence inL°°(Q) and nhu -uh is superconvergent in Wx •x (Si). We note that the maximum error did not occur in the disc {r: r < 0.3} . G Table 5 
